
INTRODUCTION

The background is the socio-political environment developed after 9/111. The

representation of Muslims in cinema has been changed globally in general as well as in India.

In the same period Hollywood produces films on fighting the fanatic evil in Muslim World.
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ABSTRACT

During the past decade, a series of Bollywood films were produced which represented the

Image of Muslims in a certain way. The biased portrayal grew in media when numbers of Muslim

youths were invented with false terror charges. There are several films like ‘Sarfarosh’, ‘Fiza’,

‘Dhoka’, ‘Mumbai Meri Jaan’, ‘My Name is Khan’, and ‘Aamir’, opened the debate over portrayal

of Muslim images. In this context, the paper will examine the presentation of Minority (Muslims)

in Bollywood before and after 9/11. After this horrible attack, pattern of presentation against the

particular community has been changed in negative and how positive portrayal is to give the

counter balance. But after 9/11, presentation of Muslims has been changed. Their image turned

as suspicious people, terrorists and fundamentalists over the night, ‘The Reluctant

Fundamentalist’ is an example of sudden change. Indian film industry showed eagerness and

takes an advantage of it and produced a series of films on Muslims and presenting them as

terrorists, disloyal, Don and negative ones. This research is being carried out to explore that

how and to what extent Indian cinema is distorting and changing the Muslim image. This study

examines marginalization of minorities (Muslims) in popular Hindi cinema. From the very

beginning, the Indian film industry very often portrays the Muslim with stereotype image

(which reflects negative). The result indicates that Indian cinema is distorting the Muslim image

and an anti-Muslim propaganda has been carried out not only in India but also at Global level.
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While Bollywood is one step ahead of other film industry discovers new villains, ‘Muslim

Terrorist’. In this context, the paper focuses on analysing the portrayal of Muslims in Bollywood

Cinema since the beginning and aftermath of 9/11.

Religious themes have been the staple theme of Indian films. The subcontinent’s history

starts its journey with a mythological film Raja Harishchandra (G. Phalke, 1913)2. The rich

cultural history of India is reflected in these films. The Indian film industry is the world’s

largest film industry. It produces the largest number of films every year and is also the

largest in terms of ticket sales.

The research focused on Hindi cinema and its stereotypical representation of Muslims.

The research has examined the history of the dominant images of Muslims, since the 50s.

The analysis of Indian films from the 90s onwards, the representation of Muslims leaves

much to be desired. Before 1990s, the presentation of Muslims was mostly secular even if

the Muslim character was never the hero, but a sidekick who was friendly and loyal to the

hero usually a Hindu. The Muslim was a hero of a specific genre of films - the Muslim

social. The types and stereotypes prevalent from then to the 80s included the ‘loyal Pathan’,

the ‘courtesan’, and the main genres were the Muslim social and the Muslim historical. This

change developed in late 80s, where the Muslim criminal and villain become more prevalent

in the Hindi film narratives and by the 90s the Muslim gangster and terrorist begin to hold

sway.  The visual iconography underwent subtle changes.  The new genres are the gangster

film, and the war film. Love stories, where the girl is from Pakistan and boy from India, films

on Partition, even a Muslim historical also began to be produced. 

Hindi cinema has thrown up certain stereotypes of Muslims. These were repeated in

film after film and served to create simplistic and fixed notions about a community. Stereotypes

about majority communities cannot play much havoc in societal relationships3, given their

position of dominance, but stereotypes of minority communities may convey wrong notions

about them through the images and worse still, recycle and reinforce their subordinate positions.

Muslim stereotypes in the various genres of the Hindi cinema from the 50s onwards, in the

main, reinforced certain feudal values (usually positive)4. This was to change from the 80s

onwards, when the villain came to be the Muslim. The villain later got transformed into the

terrorist in the 90s and in the XXI century into the fundamentalist and terrorist.

Film-makers are also influenced by their contemporary settings. Therefore the initial

few decades the Muslim subject of Bollywood cinema was largely represented by the feudal

elites and landlords. Then later decades saw movies more on Muslim middle class or “Muslim

social” whose subject was of common men’s concerns. In the last two decades the political

scenario in the shadow of Hindutva nationalism underwent radical experiences. The cinema

2. S. Brent Plate, Religion and Films, Cinema and Recreation of the World (Columbia University

Press, New York 2017) p. 25

3. See Also, Shahid, Amin, Representing the Musalman: Then and Now, Now and Then in Shail

Mayaram et al (eds.), Subaltern Studies XII: Muslims, Dalits, and the Fabrication of History (New

Delhi: Permanent Black, 2005), pp. 1-35.

4. See Also, Ira Bhaskar and Richard Allen, Islamicate Culture of Bombay Cinema (Tulika Books,

Delhi 2009), pp. 23-40.
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as a medium of creative and social change got impacted and also reflected contemporary

reality. One can argue that it only captured and translated what was already in the air into

visual narrative. Or it can be also argued that it strengthens the existing stereotypes through

partisan projection of Muslim identity rendering artistic justification5.

The Construction:

Part of the iconography of the stereotype is conveyed through the style of dress.

Characters belonging to the Islamic faith wear kurta pajamas, with full beard, skull cap,

scarf on their shoulders, rosary in their hands. This kind of clothing style marks them clearly

and easily as Muslims. From Rahim chacha in the blockbuster Sholey (1975 / Ramesh

Sippy) and Amar Akbar Anthony’s (1977 / Manmohan Desai) to Haji Bhai Jan from Traffic

Signal (2007 / Madhur Bhandarkar), the kurta pajama serves as a ‘shorthand’ for showing

the ‘Muslimness’ of the character.

In the late 80s and early 90s two important films directly identified the villain as Muslim

that had rarely, if ever, occurred in Hindi cinema before: Lotiya Pathan in N. Chandra’s

Tezaab (1988) and Billa Jalani in Priyadarshan’s Gardish (1993). Gangsters’ films have

become an important genre since the 90s, and Muslim characters are cast often as criminals

and dons. Many of the films are fascinated by Haji Mastan, who rose to become a don in the

1970s and Dawood Ibrahim, who now runs his empire from outside India.

Recent films dealing with gangsters include, Once Upon a Time in Mumbai (2010/

Dir. Milan Luthria), Once Upon a Time in Mumbai Dobara (2012), and D-Day (2012/ Dir.

Nikhil Adwani). Maqbool (2003 / Vishal Bhardwaj) adapted from Shakespeare’s Macbeth.

Garv (2004), directed by Punit Issar has the character of Zafar Supari, who is a criminal;

Bhindi Bazar (2010), directed by Ankush Bhatt, is about the Muslim- dominated part of

south Mumbai and revolves around pick pockets and ends with blood. There are many such

films being produced regularly in Bollywood.

From the ‘90s onwards, the other new villain of the Hindi cinema is the Muslim terrorist.

One of the primary films with this theme was South Indian filmmaker Mani Ratnam’s Roja

(1992). This film received many national and international awards. Raising the issue of

terrorism in Kashmir are Vidhu Vinod Chopra’s Mission Kashmir (2000), Shoojit Sircar’s

Yahan (2005), Kunal Kohli’s Fanna (2006), Piyush Jha’s Sikandar (2009), Rahul Dholakia’s

Lamha (2010) and Mani Shanksr’s Tango Charlie (2005) to name a few.

9/11 added fuel to fire. The West led the war against terrorism and Muslims. Indian

filmmakers showed the trauma and revenge of the community in films like, New York (2009/

Kabir Khan), Kurban (2009/ Rensil D’silva). Other films which show Muslims as a threat to

society or as terrorists are Raj Kumar Santoshi’s Pukar (2002), Harry Baweja’s Qayamat

City Under Threat (2003), Anubhav Sinha’s Dus (2005), Pooja Bhatt’s Dhoka (2007),

Neeraj Pandey’s A Wednesday (2008), Apoorva Lakhiya’s Mission Istanbul (2009), Major

Ravi’s Kandahar (2010), Sriram Raghavan’s Agent Vinod (2012), Ram Gopal Verma’s

The Attack of 26/11 (2013), Kamal Hasan’s Vishwaroopam (2013),Tinu Varma’s Maa

Tujhe Salaam (2002), . Kunal Shivdasani’s Hijack (2008), Rohit Shetty’s Zameen (2003).

5. Sheikh, Shiraz, Green on Silver: Manufacturing Muslim Image through Bollywood Cinema,

(Muslim South Asia Conference, London, 2013) p.4.
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The Study :

Three Films have been chosen to understand the visual presentation of Muslim minority

in popular Hindi cinema:  the first Hindi film Mumbai Meri Jaan (2008), the second, Firaaq

(2009) and the third, The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2012) show three different aspects of

the impact of the 9/11 attack on the perception and understanding of the Muslim Community

and Islam.

The films will be analysed for their portrayal of Islamic terrorism post 9/11, the

representation of Muslims. It will also try to answer the question, do the Indian films represent

the reality of Muslim community or just portraying the wrong images of the community.

Mumbai Meri Jaan (2008) :

Directed by Nishikant Kamat, this film deals with the serial blasts of Mumbai that

happened on 11th July, 2006.  This is the emotional journey of five people. It tackles the

impact of this devastating incident through the lives of Nikhil Aggarwal, who has a corporate

job, a retiring police man, Tukaram Patil (along with Sunil, a cop at the dawn of his career),

a TV reporter, Rupali Joshi; a Hindu fanatic Suresh (and his friends) and a coffee vendor,

Thomas.

The film has a documentary feel to it. Roopali is a dedicated broadcast journalist, on a

mission to cover every bit of every event. She discovers that her fiancé was also a victim of

the terror attack. Roopali faces personal disaster. Mumbai was feeling the trauma of bomb

blasts, and she was no exception. She too loses her fiancé, and her fellow reporters cover

her story with the title ‘Roopali bani Rudali’ (Roopali became a professional mourner).

Nikhil Agrawal refuses to go abroad because he believes that brain drain should be

stopped. His whole life has changed after the trauma of the blasts and finds himself in a

chaotic situation. When he sees his friend, who has lost his hand in the blast, he decides to go

abroad.

Suresh, a fanatic, has his own conspiracy theory. He often sits in a tea café (which is

owned by a Muslim) with his friends. He passes comments on Muslims, for all to hear, that

‘these people listen to only Mohammad Rafi, never to Kishore Kumar’. He suspects a

Muslim youth who has disappeared after the blasts. He visits his home and is well treated by

the Muslim youth’s mother. He finds himself wrong and decides to be friendly with members

of the minority community.

Sunil Kadam, is a naïve police officer and struggles with the corruption which is

widespread in Mumbai police force. He is surprised when he discovers that his boss, Tukaram

Patil too is corrupt. Tukaram Patil has his own philosophy. He believes it is best to go with

the flow. His retirement is one week away. His final speech on his last working day gives

new insight to his colleague Sunil Kadam. Thomas is a slum dweller and night coffee vendor.

His favorite pastime is to gaze at rich people’s activities. He visits a mall with his family and

sprays expensive perfumes and gets scolded. He is thrown out. To take revenge he makes

a call and throws a bomb scare in the mall to scare the people there. But when he sees an old

man, with ill health, suffer in the chaos, he feels guilty.

One of the most interesting portraits of a fundamentalist in-the-making in South Asian

cinema is in Mumbai Meri Jaan.  Suresh is in debt and unemployed. He has grown up in a
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family where the father constantly lectures about Akhand Bharat and about Bhagavad Gita.

Suresh is a passive fundamentalist until the Bombay train blasts in 2006 when he witnesses

the destruction caused by the blasts, because he happened to be at one of the stations at that

time. The fundamentalist ideas inside him, lying dormant, get activated. At the tea shop

where he hangs out with his friends, he notices the absence of a Muslim boy, who also

comes to drink tea with his friends.  He goes to the boy’s very modest house, pretending to

be a Muslim friend of his. The mother treats him very affectionately and tells him to give

good advice to his friend. He then also starts following the boy around, assuming that he has

a hand in the riots. Even though he has no work, when is offered a deal by a Muslim, he

refuses to work with ‘these’ people. It is only when he is picked up by the policeman Patil,

who is about to retire and has seen all the corrupt and devious ways of the world, that he

undergoes a change of mind. Patil has been beaten up by Suresh earlier, because he intervened

in favour of an old Muslim man who was being bullied by Suresh. Patil, who now arrested

Suresh, he is in the police van, conducts a mock discourse with another policeman on what

he should do with a man who has beaten him up for defending an innocent Muslim. Should I

beat him back or let him go? He extends the argument and shows that violence on the part

of one community only begets equal and greater violence from another. So there is a need to

break this circle of violence and do something different, he says, and lets Suresh go. Suresh

is very surprised that he is let off and thinks about what the policeman has said. It brings

about a change in his thinking and he becomes friends with the Muslim boy in the tea shop

(who had ‘disappeared’ to visit the Sai Baba temple) and does business with Muslims. This

is a unique portrait of a fundamentalist who does not become part of any group with any

violent agenda. It is also unique because it shows a Hindu fundamentalist who is an ordinary

man and does not know how to put his activated fundamentalism into use! Even the friends

he hangs out with are not comfortable with his line of thinking. Nishikant Kamat’s film

shows how a fundamentalist, who has no group affiliations, channels his suspicious thinking

on an easy and available target such as a fellow tea drinker in the tea shop. This suspicion

and stalking could have ended badly, but did not, because of the intervention of the policeman.

The character of Patil, too, is a very poignant one in the film. He says in his retirement

speech that he was a small man from a small town. He had not done anything ‘big’ in his life.

But the viewers of the film know that it is his secularism that is the ‘big’ achievement of his

life. He has seen the ups and downs of life and has understood that in the police force he is

in, he cannot achieve anything heroic or worthwhile, given the pressures politicians, wealthy

and powerful people put on the police force. He has learnt to live with a compassionate

humor, practices a little corruption on the side, and is an inspiration to younger colleagues.

Whatever else he does or does not do, he is secular to the core and knows that the religion

card must never be played even though, as he says, all that is wrong has got so terribly

knotted up and enmeshed in our lives. He and his young colleague Kadam, who has recently

joined the force, are some of the most significant and endearing characters to appear on the

screen of Hindi popular cinema in recent times. Patil’s secularism is a powerful counter-

narrative to Suresh’s fundamentalism in the film.

Firaaq (2009) :

Firaaq deals with Gujarat riots, and is directed by the well-known art film actress
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Nandita Das (daughter of the eminent painter Jatin Das). It was her directorial debut film.

Firaaq is set in the aftermath of Gujarat 2002 riots, and focuses on the impact of the riots on

the life of victims, who are mostly Muslims.

It maps the interpersonal relationship between various groups, and tells the story of

their lives in the course of twenty-four hours. Khan says of this film that “It articulates its

narrative from multiple points of view- Hindu, Muslim, male, female, young, and old - as it

puts into perspective their search for and construction of their identity. Set in Gujarat, a

month after the 2002 carnage, the film unravels over a period of twenty-four hours, the

physical and emotional journey of those who perpetrated violence, those who suffered violence,

those who did not quite know what to make of it, and those who watched silently. The film

traces five sets of relationships intersected by multiple locations of class, religion, gender,

and ideology- some of them intersects each other while others remain independent”6.

This film does not depict any riot scene, but it shows the schism within society, between

communities and people in a touching manner. The film begins with a sequence in which a

truck full of corpses is brought for burial in the graveyard. Munna, the grave digger sees his

family members, relatives, friends and neighbors and explodes in rage. His uncle is panic

stricken.

The narrative shifts to Ahmedabad, a month after the riots. There are five parallel

stories which are not connected with each other.  A young Muslim couple, Munira and

Hanif, return to their home which is burnt down in communal attacks. Hanif suspects Munira’s

Hindu friend Jyoti, and her family of being responsible for their loss. Young orphan, Mohsin,

spends his days playing truant in a camp where he is dumped after his family is killed in the

carnage. He roams around in the streets in the hope of finding his father and family.

Aarti, is a lower middle class, submissive, battered house-wife, living in an abusive joint

family. She is the victim of domestic violence and fights with herself with the memory of a

badly wounded Muslim woman, whom she was not able to give shelter to when she was

being chased by the mob. To feel the pain of that woman, she burns her wrist every day with

hot oil. Aarti gives refuge to Mohsin, and renames him Mohan (A Hindu name), and applies

homemade balm on Mohsin’s wounds.

Inter-religious middle class couple Sameer Shaikh, is ready to relocate to Delhi. He

discusses with his wife Anuradha Desai whether running away from riots is the solution to

the crisis of his Muslim identity or whether he should use his wife’s Hindu surname permanently.

Elderly musician Khan Sahib, resides with his caretaker-friend Karim, hopeful for a new

beginning. He is ready to hold ‘baithak’ (sittings), for his students from both communities.

When his friend asks him why he is not afraid when Muslims are being killed, Khan Sahib

expresses his anguish: ‘I am not worried that Hindus and Muslims are killing each other, but

worried that humans are killing each other’.

Godhra train burning incident happened in 2002, killing several people including children

and women. The victims were mostly pilgrims who were returning from Ayodhya. This

event triggered the violence against the Muslim minority community and Gujarat was in the

grip of one of the worst communal riots India has ever seen.Firaaq illustrates violence

6. Khan,Shahnaz, Floating on Silent Waters: Religion, Nationalism, and dislocated Women in

Khamosh Pani (2009) p.135.
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against women. In a scene when Aarti finds orphan Mohsin in the street and takes him in

home, she talks to him:

Mohsin: They were gathered. They were shouting. They burnt my mother and brother

too. Even they killed my younger sister, aunt and uncle.

Aarti: Did you see this?

Mohsin: Yes, some had swords; they disrobed my aunt before killing her. But they did

not undress men.

Aarti: Where were you?

Mohsin: I hid in a dustbin.

Aarti: Then?

Mohsin: Uncle Yusuf took me to the survivors’ camp. But I want to go to my Abbu

(Father).

 Mohsin and Aarti are both victims. Aarti overhears a conversation between her husband

and his brother that they were involved in the rape of a Muslim woman and murder. She

raises her voice against this but is beaten by her husband.

Firaaq portrays lower middle class women. When Munira reaches her home she finds

everything has been burnt. She has lost everything, even the borrowed money which she left

in a tin box, before she left for shelter during the communal carnage. Her future looks bleak.

Munira’s husband doubts her best friend’s Jyoti’s brother. Unaware of Munira’s suspicion,

Jyoti offers her food, looks after her baby and helps to clean the house. Jyoti shares her

henna application job with Munira at an elite Hindu wedding. Jyoti is aware of Munira’s

discomfort. She swaps her bindi, the symbol of Hindu identity, when it is required. She even

helps Munira without her family’s permission.

The brutal massacre of Muslims in the carnage and their desire for equal citizenship of

India is examined in Firaaq. Munna the grave digger, Hanif the auto rickshaw driver, and

Lala, the bakery man, gathered together to express their rage at the violence. Lala and

Munna are angry with Hanif for taking shelter during the attack in Sameer Sheikh’s home.

Hanif blames his Hindu friends for giving his address to the mob. Lala feels guilty. He was

not able to save his uncle from the mob because of his pregnant wife and child. Munna still

has the memory of the corpses he buried; he feels the smell of those corpses in his body.

They want to take revenge from the perpetrators of the violence but the attempt fails.

Muslims are often declared to be fundamentalists. During the riots Muslim homes and

their shops were targeted. Police did not do its work, but watched and incited this mass loot.

Inter – religious couple Sameer and Anuradha face trouble. Sameer often ate omelets from

the egg vendor. During the time of the riots he did not visit the vendor, after a long time when

he visited the egg omelet vendor. The vendor expresses his anger against Muslims in a

conversation:

Vendor: If Muslims did not start this the city would not be like this. Riots are in their

(Muslims) blood. We are taught to bear and they are taught to be jihadi or fundamentalist. I

have seen lots of Muslims. All are fundamentalist.

Sameer: I am Muslim

Vendor: Your joke is nice, but sir, this is not the time and place for this joke.

PORTRAYAL OF STEREOTYPICAL IMAGE OF MUSLIMS IN POPULAR HINDI CINEMA
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Despite the horrible violence done to Muslim men, the film does not show them all as

victims. Firaaq shows amity between communities even after the violence and riots. Hindu

students often attend the concerts and classes of Khan Sahib. Sameer Sheikh’s Hindu friend

rescues him and helps him despite the loss of their joint business.

Shahnaz Khan writes: ‘Firaaq comes closest in representing moderation of communal

attitude and behavior if only to show the fragility of cross-communal solidarity. Das’ film

locates this humanity either in the context of working/lower-middle-class femininities, whose

classed and gendered sub-alternately renders them not entirely effective, or within the narrow

parameters of upper-middle-class secularity whose adherents are shown to be too far above

communal matters while being simultaneously buffered by their class privilege to be directly

or permanently affected by them’7.

Like Mumbai Meri Jaan, Firaaq also sets up a counter-narrative to communalism and

fundamentalism in the character of the musician Khan Sahab, who is saddened in the end

when he realises that his companion-helper was right in his views on the extent and effect of

the riots on Muslims, but nonetheless, bravely starts to sing and teach his Hindu and Muslim

students8.

Firaaq examines the split nature of fundamentalism in the character of the Hindu girl

whose family has torched her Muslim friend’s house during the riots and looted their meagre

money and belongings. The Muslim couple and their baby were away when this occurred

and are devastated to find their house charred and in shambles when they return. The

husband, a three-wheeler driver suspects his wife’s Hindu friend, but the wife will not hear

of it. The Hindu friend helps her out, sharing her job of applying henna at a marriage function

with her. She even puts her own bindi on her Muslim friend, because in these communal

times, people would not want a Muslim woman applying henna. Every time she is asked by

her Muslim friend if she knows who burnt their house, the Hindu girl avoids a direct answer.

When they return late at night from the henna event, the Muslim girl is forced to hide in her

friend’s house because the police are searching her house for weapons. It is then that she

gets to know that her friend has stolen jewellery with her. The film charts this duality in a

friendship between two women of two communities, one majority and one minority in the

period after the riots, where the Hindu girl or her family has partaken of rioting, but is now

also befriending her, sharing her income and hiding her from the police. There is a gender

aspect to this duality: with the husband and others who rioted, she was with them; now she

is with her ‘sister’, making up in an indirect way for the Muslim’s losses, and maybe buying

peace for her own conscience.

The character played by Deepti Naval, on the contrary cannot make peace with herself

so easily for not having given a Muslim woman, being chased by the mobs, shelter. Her

husband and his brother have been part of the mob, looting Muslims’ shops and houses and

abusing Muslim women. Firaaq shows us the many faces of communalism, active, passive,

7. Ibid

8. Alka Kurian, Narratives of Gendered Dissent in South Asian Cinema, “The Politics of Hindutva

in Nandita Das’ Firaaq, Rahul Dholakia’s Parzania, and Rakesh Sharma’s final Solution”, (2012)

p.72.
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intended and unintended that is encountered in our daily lives. The riots bring about schisms

between friends, husbands and wives, between neighbours. Ordinary Muslims are forced to

find ways to defend themselves. It is a time when a person’s name can get him into deep

trouble. Sameer says he is Sameer Desai to avoid confrontation with members of a Hindutva

organization collecting funds; the little boy is told by Deepti Naval to change his name from

Mohsin to Mohan.

The little boy, abandoned in a camp because he has been orphaned, wanders the streets

in search of his Abbu, encountering people of different faiths. He sees the city’s terrible

violence and has his own small understanding of it. He has learnt at this very small age

which of his two names (Mohan/Mohsin) will help him when he is dealing with people. The

film ends with him looking out on the city from camp with sad eyes and with a bleak future

ahead of him.

The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2013) :

Mira Nair’s film is based on Pakistani novelist Mohsin Hamid’s book ‘The Reluctant

Fundamentalist’, which was published in 2007 and was nominated for the Booker prize.

Nair chooses the same title for her film. This film deals with the relationship between the

West and the East. The Reluctant Fundamentalist is about one’s religious identity and

religious terrorism. This is a story of Pakistan-born, ambitious young Changez Khan, a

professional financial advisor, who becomes disillusioned with the United States after 9/11.

The Reluctant Fundamentalist is a film that shows how an assimilated Muslim is forced to

turn against America by America itself.

In a Lahore Café, an American journalist, Bobby Lincoln, is sent to interview a leading

pro-Islamic intellectual, Changez Khan. The atmosphere is tense because there are student

activists. Bobby’s chief task is to discover whether the Changez has any role in the abduction

of an American professor at Lahore University. Bobby hopes that the interview will reveal a

link, but Changez is more interested in explaining his personal history. Greta Olson points out

“The conversation in a café between Changez and the narrator represents the frame tale,

whereas the actual story is told by Changez. The frame tale, however, gains in importance

throughout the course of the story, as it becomes clear that the narrator suffered from some

kind of identity crisis, which was activated by the terrorist attacks on the World Trade

Centre on September 11, 2001 and apparently led him to have anti-American sentiments’.”9 [8]

The narrative that is framed through this meeting, covers events in the present as well as

Changez Khan’s flashbacks on his life.

The story goes into flashback. Changez Khan speaks of his American dream, his good

job, his love for beautiful Erica, an artist. He is a perfect combination of brilliance and

aggression and outshines his colleagues.

He is on his business trip to South East Asia when 9/11 happens. Prof. Dr. Greta Olson

9. Olson Greta,  Identity and Identification in Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist,

(2011) p.2.

 http://www.greta-olson.com/docs/Termpaper_VerenaBlum.pdf.  (Last Accessed October 12,

2017).
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states: ‘At first perceiving the images as fictitious, Changez eventually reacts with a smile

when realizing that the news is reality. He says that for a moment more than the event, the

genius of the action caught his mind for an instant.

Suddenly things change for him. On his arrival in New York, he is caught by airport

security, strip searched and released. This incident made him angry. His girlfriend puts up an

exhibition of photos, in which Muslims are belittled. He grows a beard, quits his job and

returns to Pakistan and joins Lahore University as a professor. He becomes very different,

a hybrid Pakistani. He spends hours in the tea café with his students.

The protagonist Changez Khan has a dual identity. He was born and brought up in

Pakistan but goes to America for further studies and adapts to the particular way of life of

this country. This distinguishes his personal and social identity. Changez did not mix both

these identities. His public life is generous and carefree. He was successful in managing all

his identities. 9/11 changed everything and he went through an identity crisis. His Pakistani

identity suddenly began to dominate and that is reflected in his dressing. Earlier, as a New

Yorker, a professional, he was not able to think that he was a Pakistani. Before 9/11, New

York ‘adapted’ Changez, despite his foreign appearance. He was part of the global city.

When the World Trade Centre was destroyed, things changed dramatically. His outer

appearance becomes that of the ‘other’. 9/11 changed his religious identity. Before that no

one bothered about his religion. Now his colleagues began denouncing his religion.

At the time of the attack on the World Trade Centre, Changez was on a business trip to

the Philippines and watched the coverage of the event on TV. Changez tells Bobby Lincoln

that someone brought America to its knees. He says that he was sorry for his reaction to this

tragedy, that he was not celebrating the death of 3000 innocent people just as Bobby was not

celebrating the death of 10,000 people in Baghdad (Afghanistan). Suddenly Changez’

nationality became more important for both him and his colleagues in New York. Now

Changez aligns himself with his Pakistani identity. However, his foreign identity becomes a

reason for imputing terrorist intention to his actions

After 9/11, Changez returns to his own country to see his family. His newly found

Pakistani identity forces him to grow a beard. Changez’s outer appearance gives him the

look of stereotypical fundamentalist, and he seems suspicious.

Conclusion :

All these films that were analyzed were made after 9/11 terrorist attacks. The

representation of Muslim community is close to reality.

In the films, Mumbai Meri Jaan and Firaaq, it is the inter-community dynamics that is

dealt with after major traumatic events such as the serial train blasts in Mumbai and the

Gujarat anti-Muslim riots. Both films have finely etched characters from both communities

and deal with the issue of fundamentalism in a nuanced and sensitive way. Mumbai Meri

Jaan portrays the general communalization of everyday life after the train blasts, those

whose passive communal views get ‘activated’ and those who remain secular come what

may. Firaaq, too, shows the layers of fundamentalism that cuts across all sections of the

Hindu middle class and how they do not stop from contributing to violence and looting, in a

communal flare-up. Firaaq also makes the important point of how individual conscience and
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agency is important in times such as these and that it is only this that can bridge the gap

between communities and heal wounds.

The Reluctant Fundamentalist is an international co-production, drawing on talents

from India and Pakistan. Based on a Pakistani novel, it examines a Pakistani’s assimilation

into the American dream, and after 9 /11, his disenchantment with it, to a point where he can

be considered a ‘reluctant’ fundamentalist.  

********
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